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Chinese 10th Month (25 Oct to 23 Nov)

Good morning from Kyoto. 

This is the first Monthly Review coming from Kyoto

Japan. I am typing this in a peaceful and spiritual

environment, the autumn season at 18 degrees.

Yes, I temporarily moved to Kyoto on 1 October 2022

and started my Japan nature dream and spiritual journey,

but, Investing Destiny functions as normal, thanks to the

current high-tech world. With planning, effort, and

actions, we can fulfill our dreams and create our own

desired lives.

To me, investing is not just about making

money, it is about generating resources

for us to fulfill our desires and, LIVE. 

I shared all my views, experiences,

stories and inspirations in my upcoming 

book <Investing Destiny>, planning to 

publish the book via Amazon.com on

24 November 2022.

Investing Destiny has temporary moved to Kyoto Japan



Today is my 23rd day in Japan, to summarize it in one

sentence - only those who do what they truly want can

experience great inner happiness and peace. 

Without stock investment and Investing Destiny, I won't

have this peace and freedom to live this dream life. So,

always stay invested and NEVER forget your Investing

Destiny energy and timing. 

If you receive my 2023 Investing Destiny calendar, you

will notice that I have added in Japan holidays, I added

them even before Japan immigration grants me the visa.

My determination and energy were that strong and

triggered this amazing outcome.

The last 22 days were awesome, till I lost the feel for the

market, my mind was empty when I wanted to start to

prepare this review. This reminded me (and you) that

consistent effort is so important, we must put in the daily

effort, follow the news and market updates, this is a must

for all successful investors. I have to read back and track

back, for 1-2 hours, to get back the feel and energy.

Chinese 9th month, which ends tomorrow, comes with

normal overall energy. Dow was volatile but in net effect,

it still came back up. If you remember, in Investing

Destiny theories, you choose a period with "Good/$

element 禄" to enter/kick start your investment, some of



you own good formations in the Chinese 9th month, I

hope you spot good opportunities.

Next, Chinese 10th month, the overall energy is still a

normal one in the investment context, with no obvious

good or challenging formations. I did a quick run through,

many of you (us) own very mixed energy, with good $

stars and also challenging formations, so be very alert and

know your stocks, it can still be very volatile. And, always

look forward, take a look at your 11th month, if you

compare your 10th month with your 11th month, the

chart is telling you to take more actions in the 10th or

11th month? 11th month is a month with "overall energy

plus Wu Qu Money star + double challenges ⼗⼀⽉整体

财星武曲双忌", look at your own formations and recall

your Chinese 5th month. Think about it and I will share

more in our next Monthly Review. I will prepare the next

review earlier to get ready for the 11th month, 12th

month, and rabbit year 2023.

End this review to share this again, for newcomers:

a) your yearly formation forms the base energy;

b) look for "Good/$ element 禄" period to enter, kick start

your investment, and construct your portfolio;

c) in a challenging period, your stock(s) can still move up,

if you invest in them during your "Good/$ element 禄'

periods.

d) in double challenging periods, stay low profile.

Happy investing and enjoy your own life.



ALWAYS REMEMBER THIS

I am sharing Investing Destiny concepts and
knowledge based on Zi Wei Dou Shu theories.

This is not about predicting the market. You are
advised not to take action based on the above,
and understand that every investor has their

own unique Investing Destiny timing and
energy. Always understand and figure out what

works & do it within your limit. ~ yipei イペイ
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